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My Friends who don’t have Dogs  
Anna Levin
In a pet dog you have your own personal 
trainer, your most loyal companion, your 
friendliest welcome, your uncritical friend. 

Yes, there are the muddy paws, the walks 
in the rain, the wet fur and the chewed 
footwear ... but let’s look at the big 
picture!

In a tribute to Man’s Best 
Friend, Anna Levin’s delightful 
short poem is a homage to our 
pet dogs, each line illustrated with 
a moving photograph of someone’s 
mutt: funny, heart-wrenching, loving, 
exasperating and paying back their owners a 
hundred times over.

Training Your Puppy
Fiona Baird
‘A straightforward no-nonsense guide that will help the 
novice trainer instil the basics in any dog and from there 
of course more advanced training becomes a genuine 
possibility. 

‘For those who have had problems with dogs that refuse 
to come when called, the section on strategies for 
dealing with this will be a godsend.’  – CLA magazine

Flexicover wiro 136 pages  198x129mm     
Colour & b/w photos  ISBN 9781906122829    £9.99

NEW BOOK  2021  
      

The 
must-have 

gift book for all 
dog lovers

£9.99 Jacketed hardback
128pp   168x143mm  
53 colour, 13 b/w photos 
ISBN 978-1-913159-33-7

9 781913 159337

ISBN 978-1-913159-33-7

 

SELLING POINTS

 24% of the adult population in the  
 UK own a dog

   There are over 9 million pet dogs  
 in the UK

   Perfect little jacketed hardback  
 gift book 

A life coach 
with daily reminders
that the best things in life  
are free
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My Friends who don’t have Dogs

Tilly from My Friends who don’t have Dogs

Dear Book Buyers
Thank you for continuing to support us, Britain’s small lively independent 
publisher of countryside books. 
We are affiliate members of Bookshop.org and are donating our 10% 
commission to their profit pool to benefit independent bookshops. 
This year we are promoting our full range of books throughout the autumn 
in the weekend sections of The Guardian, The Telegraph; and in The Field, 
Country Life and The Lady, pointing readers to buy or order from their local 
bookshops. This 300,000 brochure campaign starting from September should 
result in lots of happy readers.

• All our new titles in this catalogue are displayed on the right-hand pages, up to 
page 15.
Don’t hesitate to ring us if you would like us to send you any free publicity 
material: showcards, leaflets or posters. Let’s keep in touch.
Best wishes from us all at Merlin Unwin Books, Ludlow

 www.merlinunwin.co.uk
01584 877456

Front cover photo © Laurie Campbell. Bramble the beagle, from My Friends who don’t have Dogs 
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copies sold
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Hardback    
148 colour paintings   
168 x 143 mm   176pp    
ISBN: 9781910723319    £9.99

Wild Flowers of Britain  
– Month by Month

Margaret Erskine Wilson
An easy way to learn the names of our 
beautiful wild flowers, as they appear 
each month.

A Murmuration 
of Starlings
The Collective Nouns of Animals and Birds

Steve Palin
A flock of birds, even a 
skein of geese perhaps 
– but a cete of badgers 
or a grist of bees? 
‘A readable and 
enjoyable book that I 
could just not put down 
– superb!’  
 – Highland Times

Hardback 112pp 50 colour illustrations 168x143mm   
ISBN 9781906122546                                      £8.99

Horse Racing Terms
An Illustrated Guide by Rosemary Coates
A day at the races can be a confusing time. 
No longer will you be out of the loop 
when the talk turns to: Steeplechasers, 
Weighing Rooms, Maiden Stakes, a 
Weaver, a colt, a filly, a brood mare, 
stallion, stud, Bumpers, On the Nod, The 
Field, Gone to Post, an Each-way Bet....

‘An exquisite little book, perfectly 
sized for a walker’s rucksack. Her 

work is remarkable for the joy 
with which she captures the plants. 

Reading Wild Flowers of Britain 
makes you want to rush out and 

explore the countryside yourself. ’ 
        – Constance Craig Smith, Daily Mail

The Anniversary Book  Steve Palin
Any couple who have stayed together happily 
over the years have much to celebrate.
Steve Palin, author and artist of the bestselling 
book A Murmuration of Starlings, displays here 
which gifts, modern or traditional, mark which 
particular anniversary of ‘staying together’, 
from the romantic first to the romantic last….
The symbols and themes of love are explained 
and beautifully illustrated here – from flowers, 
gemstones, practical or luxurious gifts to large 
or small love tokens. In watercolours and words 
are the gifts you might like to give on your 
anniversary, for each passing year…

Hardback  96pp   
43 colour paintings   
168x143mm
ISBN 9781913159184                
£8.99

Pocket Guide to  
Essential Knots 

Our new guide to 
21 essential knots 
for everyday use 
indoors or outdoors.
Paperback 152x105mm  
119 b/w line illustrations         
ISBN 9781910723838 

£5.99

Special retro 
cloth cover

The WI Country 
Woman’s Year 1960 
‘Covers everything from cider-
making and hedgerow basketry to 
public speaking and committee-
meeting protocol.’ – WI Life
• smocking • upholstery repairs  • bread-making  
• lampshades  • Christmas wreaths • wallpapering   
• corn dollies • Welsh quilting • crystallised flowers
Hardback  320pp  234x156mm  149 b/w illustrations  £15.99 
ISBN 9781910723456

26,000  
copies sold

Hardback 144pp 100 
original colour illustrations 
168x143mm  
ISBN 9781910723746    
£8.99

A String of Pearls              
Margaret Wilson & Helen Shaw
Landscape and Literature of the Lake District

The Lake District’s awe-inspiring fells, 
crashing waterfalls and dramatic still waters 
have inspired writers for centuries.

Famous poets such as Wordsworth 
and Simon Armitage, bestselling authors 
such as Ian McEwan and Bill Bryson, and 
modern thriller writers such as Val McDermid, have 
all drawn on the setting. 

In this lavishly illustrated anthology, Margaret Wilson 
has selected the best Lake District literary extracts, each 
paired with a specially commissioned, stunning local 
landscape from photographer Helen Shaw.

Authors in the anthology include: 
Richard Adams, Bill Bryson, Beatrix Potter, 
William Wordsworth, Val McDermid,  
Hugh Walpole, Patricia Nolan, Simon Armitage, 
Margaret Forster,  Hunter Davies, James Rebanks,  
Alfred Wainwright, Norman Nicholson, Melvyn 
Bragg, S.T. Coleridge, Charles Dickens...

Nearest Earthly  
Place to Paradise 
Shropshire’s landscape has inspired 
writers over the centuries. 
Extracts from Charles Dickens to Tom Sharpe, 
from AE Housman to Bill Bryson are matched 
with stunning photographs.
‘A collective love-letter to Shropshire’  
– Shropshire magazine
Hardback  128pp  260x214mm              £20 
60 colour photos  ribbon bookmark
ISBN 9781906122522

£20 Jacketed hardback
128pp   260x214mm  
60 colour photos
Ribbon marker 
ISBN 978-1-913159-24-5

9 781913 159245

ISBN 978-1-913159-24-5

NEW BOOK  2021
        

Varied 
extracts, 

stunning Lake 
District views
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Shooting Man’s  
Bedside Book
Compiled by BB 
Hardback  224pp  234x156mm   
50 BB engravings   
ISBN 9781873674666
£20

Once a Flyfisher
Laurence Catlow
Hardback   
288 pages  234x156mm  
10 wood engravings     
ISBN 9781873674482
£17.99

The Sporting Gun’s  
Bedside Companion
Douglas Butler
Hbk  192pp  234x156mm 
ISBN 9781906122485   
£15.99                                 

That Strange Alchemy
Laurence Catlow 
Hardback  304 pages   
50 b/w photos  234x156mm   
ISBN 9781906122034
£17.99                                            

Confessions
of a Shooting
Fishing Man

Laurence Catlow

Laurence Catlow faces the burning 
fieldsports issues of our time in this frank 

and revealing sporting diary  
of a year in Cumbria.

“If you are looking for a present for a friend 
who shoots or fishes, then you need look  

no further than this book.”
         –  Roger Scruton, The Times
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    Confessions of a Shooting Fishing M

an

9 781873 674451

ISBN 978-1-873674-45-1

£16

Jacket.indd   1Jacket.indd   1 08/07/2021   15:0608/07/2021   15:06

Private Thoughts from  
a Small Shoot  
Laurence Catlow
Hardback 192pp 234x156mm   
18 illustrations   
ISBN 9781873674680     
£20        

Confessions of a  
Shooting Fishing Man
Laurence Catlow 
Paperback  266 pages   
234x156mm   
ISBN 9781873674451  
£16

The Healing Stream
Laurence Catlow 
Hardback  272pp   
234 x 156mm      
ISBN 9781910723272

£20  

Death of a High Flyer
D.P. Hart-Davis 

‘If you need a page-turner this 
Christmas, Hart Davis’ tale of 
social change, new money, game 
shooting and murder fits the bill 
nicely. Death of a High Flyer is 
filled with characters all of us will 
recognise… you’ll have it finished 
by Boxing Day.’ – Shooting Gazette

‘You’re kept guessing until the very end with this one, and 
the wintery setting makes it a perfect page-turner to enjoy 
by the fire.’ – Scottish Field
Hardback   256 pages   216x138mm   map and line illustrations  £14.99  
ISBN 9781910723814

The Stalking Party
D.P. Hart-Davis

‘A fast-moving and sinister thriller 
revolving around a wealthy stalking 
party assembled for sport amidst the 
grandeur of a Scottish deer forest.’ – 
Fieldsports magazine

‘A gripping whodunnit. A thoroughly 
entertaining read. Having picked 

it up, you will not be able to put it down until all is at last 
revealed. Just the thing to take with you to a Scottish sporting 
house party.’  – British Deer Society
Hardback   256 pages   216x138mm   map and line illustrations  £14.99   
ISBN 9781910723043

Death of a Selkie              
D.P. Hart-Davis
A dark net tightens on the tiny Scottish fishing 
community of Kildrumna as conflicting forces loom. Tensions 
mount between the backer of an expanding salmon farm in 
the pristine bay, local conservationists and the owners of a 
sporting lodge. When renowned millionaire environmentalist 
and keen diver Gunnar Larsen arrives on the scene with his 
beautiful new wife Ravenna, a deadly chain of events unfolds. 

Detective Chief Inspector Robb, on holiday there with his 
troubled teenage daughter Marina, have their trout, salmon, sea 
fishing and diving idyll interrupted in a way they could never 
have imagined.

Twisting and turning like a foul-hooked fish, D.P. Hart-
Davis’s new sporting thriller highlights the tension between 
conservation 
and exploitation 
in Scotland’s 
fastest-growing 
food industry.

TWO MORE BRILLIANT THRILLERS BY D.P.  HART-DAVIS

£14.99 
Jacketed hardback
288pp   216x138mm  
map illustration 
ISBN 978-1-913159-29-0

9 781913 159290

ISBN 978-1-913159-29-0

NEW BOOK  2021
        

Advice from a  
Gamekeeper
John Cowan
‘Crammed with fascinating advice 
but for anyone interested in the 
day-to-day challenges and joys 
of working on a busy sporting 
estate.’ – Countryman’s Weekly

Hardback  288 pages  
234x156mm
29 illustrations 
ISBN 9781906122119      £20 

Scottish 
fishing 
thriller
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The Hare  
Jill Mason            
217 stunning hare colour photos      
A major natural history of the hare: its 
behaviour, breeding, habitat, survival 
techniques, predators. Unique hare 
photos by David Mason in this updated 
and enlarged edition. 
‘Wonderfully illustrated and endlessly 
informative.’  – Shooting Gazette

Hardback 246x189mm 224pp   £25 
224 colour photographs and illustrations, 6 b/w images   
 ISBN 9781910723937  

Our 
natural history

bestseller

Much Ado  
About Mutton
Bob Kennard
Hardback 224pp  £20 
246x189mm  
284 colour photos  
ISBN 9781906122614                                                 

The Swan  
Malcolm Schuyl 
Hardback  224pp  £20   
245x245mm   
190 colour photos    
ISBN 9781906122409             

Africa’s Wild Dogs
Jocelin Kagan

There are only about 6,600 wild dogs 
left in Africa today yet these critically endangered creatures have 
cast such a spell on top wildlife photographer and naturalist Jocelin 
Kagan that she is determined to help to save them.
If left to their own devices, they are more than capable of thriving, 
as this sumptuous photographic natural history shows.
Nomadic predators whose territories range thousands of 
kilometres, they hunt co-operatively, preying on small herbivores. 
Non-confrontational, they form complex and close family bonds, 
as this fascinating book reveals. 
Large format hardback 224pp 267x287mm    £25 
142 colour / 8 b/w photos    
ISBN 9781913159191

All the  
royalties from  

this book go to Africa’s  
Wild Dog Survival  

Fund  

The Rabbit  
Jill Mason
Hardback  192 pages  
246x189mm  90 colour 
photos, 30 b/w     £20  
ISBN 9781906122980

The Scottish 
Wildcat    
Christopher Clegg
Hardback  224pp  
246x189mm   
Colour throughout  £20 
ISBN 9781910723418    

The Black Grouse   
Patrick Laurie
Hardback  224pp  £20 
246x189mm   
Colour illustrations     
ISBN 9781906122430     

The Otter  
James Williams
Hardback  224 pages 
246x189mm   
137 colour photos  £20
ISBN 9781906122225

Wild World  Photographing Iconic Wildlife                    
Richard Barrett
If you want to take better photographs on your travels of 
some of the world’s most iconic species, Richard Barrett, 
one of Britain’s top wildlife photographers, shows you 
how, in this sumptuous new large-format hardback. 

Richard Barrett’s photographic journeys in search of 
apex predators have taken him to all corners of the globe. 

They are recorded in this collection of arresting 
photos – each one telling in layman’s terms how it was 
taken, the place and time, the technical details, the tips, 
the best angles, times of day and ultimately the rewards 
of getting that extraordinary image.

• Why is the rainy season ideal to photograph 
 chimpanzees? 

• Is a boat trip the best way to capture that shot of  
 the elusive jaguar in Brazil? 

• Photographic tips from an expert, best time of year,  
 which tour company, which lens, how to capture 
 the characteristics of each species. 

It’s all here. Plus 238 breathtaking wildlife photos.

Featuring tigers, elephants, grizzlies, cheetahs, 
orcas, chimps, jaguars, humpbacks, polar bears...

£30   
Jacketed hardback
272pp   280x297mm  
238 superb colour photos   
ISBN 978-1-913159-27-6

9 781913 159276

ISBN 978-1-913159-27-6

8 NATURAL HISTORY  2021 NEW BOOK  2021
        

Large format 
coffee-table book with 

100s of tips for everyone 
photographing wildlife
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George Allen & Unwin A Remembrancer     
Rayner Unwin
   
George Allen & Unwin as a publishing imprint reflected a cross-section of 
the intellectual achievement of the Twentieth Century. 

In his Remembrancer, former Chairman Rayner Unwin traces the 
vicissitudes of his own time with the Company. 

It is a digressive and personal history, with reflections on the delights as 
well as the dangers of a style of publishing that is now fast vanishing. 

He particularly focusses on his memories of publishing famous authors 
including:
• JRR Tolkien • Thor Heyerdahl • Bertrand Russell  • Roald Dahl
This frank and elegant publishing memoir covers the 
eventual take-over of the Company. A Remembrancer 
brings to life this sequence of events which led to the 
winding up of a distinguished firm.  

The Yellow Earl   Almost an Emperor, not quite a Gentleman
Douglas Sutherland
The 5th Earl of Lonsdale, Hugh Lowther, was perhaps the most famous English Lord 
in the world by the 1880s. 

His reckless spending of his vast fortune, his womanising, his love of gambling, 
horses, hunting and boxing rocked Edwardian aristocracy and endeared him to risk-
takers and bon-viveurs the world over ever since.

Ascension  
The Story of a South  
Atlantic Island
Duff Hart-Davis
Ascension Island has been 
designated a 200 square 
mile Marine Protected Area.
Here is its extraordinary 
history.
Hardback  256pp   £16.99 
Colour & b/w plates    
216x138mm
ISBN 9781910723326   

Ovington’s Bank   Stanley Weyman
A banking crash in the 1820s... Management in meltdown, or holding the line? 
Tensions spilling into private lives...
Nothing changes! A tale for our times. 

‘One of the key books in my life’ – Graham Greene
‘One of the finest masters of the narrative gift the English novel 
has known.’ – Hugh Walpole
Hardback   416 pages   234x156mm     £15.99    
ISBN 9781910723821

Hardback  288pp   
Decorative endpapers 
234x156mm  
104 b/w photos    
ISBN 9781910723036                   
£20       

SELLING POINTS
• A page-turning account of an extraordinary life
• Special Lonsdale crest endpapers
• 104 b/w photos from the Lowther family archive

Man-eaters of Kumaon
Jim Corbett

These thrilling and moving tales are Corbett’s first-hand accounts 
as he expertly stalks the individual tigers and leopards which had 
become man-eaters, driven by injury or extreme old age.
‘With his exceptional fieldcraft, he was unsurpassed as a tracker. 
His first-hand accounts of tracking and killing man-eating tigers…. 
are exquisite to read. He was a true combination of hero and 
conservationist. It is prettily buttressed by tiger-print endpapers and 
features Raymond Sheppard’s superb line illustrations. Corbett said ‘a 
tiger is a large-hearted gentleman with boundless courage’. The same 
could be said of the most famous tiger tracker of all.’  
                           – Alexandra Henton, The Field

Hardback   272pp     33 Raymond Sheppard  illustrations  
216x138mm   ISBN 9781910723432                                        £15.99

This is the only edition with Raymond Sheppard’s 
original illustrations

Special endpaper.  
Superb illustrations  

for each chapter

Hero of Kumaon  The Life of Jim Corbett        
Duff Hart-Davis
Jim Corbett became the hero of hundreds of impoverished 
local families in the remote Indian region of Kumaon when, 
throughout the 1920s and 30s, he answered their pleas to rid 
them of the man-eating tigers and leopards which were ravaging 
their communities. Man-eaters roamed a region of 
hundreds of square miles over several years, killing 
the defenceless villagers at will: for example the 
Champawat man-eater had killed over 434 people in 
six years, the Panar man-eater over 400.

Jim, one of 15 children, was born in 1875 to the local post-
master in Nainital, and taught himself as a barefoot boy in his 
local jungle to become, in his spare time one, of the most skilled 
trackers of his day, fluent in the local dialects, patient beyond 
endurance, exceedingly brave and an excellent shot. 

Hart Davis threads together the life of this very 
private, unassuming Indian railway worker. Often 
using Jim’s own thrilling narrative, he sets out the 
highlights of Jim’s adventures in sequence and in 
context, thus throwing light on an extraordinary 
character.

All royalties to the Corbett 
Tiger Reserve, India

10 MEMOIR / BIOGRAPHY / FICTION NEW BOOK  2021
        

£15.99  
Jacketed hardback
272pp   216x138mm  
ISBN 978-1-913159-26-9

9 781913 159269

ISBN 978-1-913159-26-9

£30 Jacketed hardback
304pp   234x156mm  
ISBN 978-1-873674-37-6

9 781873 674376

ISBN 978-1-873674-37-6

This jungle 
biography will 

have you on the 
edge of your 

seat!



A Kaleidoscope  
of Butterflies
Jonathan Bradley     
Photographs by Yealand 
Kalfayan
‘An excellent resource, an 
informative, full-colour guide 
to Britain’s 59 species of 
butterflies. Jonathan Bradley’s 
book devotes a couple of 
pages to each butterfly, 
accompanied by information 
on its life cycle, an original 
poem and vibrant photographs 
by Yealand Kalfayan. A useful 
and colourful addition to the 
reference library.’ – The Field

A contribution from all sales of this book 
goes to Butterfly Conservation 

Wildlife of the Pennine Hills
Doug Kennedy
Author Doug Kennedy takes you on a journey through all the Pennine 
eco-systems, explaining why the geology and landscape has affected 
the plants which can survive there, and therefore the animals, birds 
and insects which thrive or survive in the differing habitats. 

‘Every page is alive with the biodiversity of the Pennine landscape. 
You dip into this book and then set off on adventures to find the very 
best places to look out for wildlife and plants at different times of year. 
We must get out of our chairs and see these areas first hand.’   
            – Manchester Evening News
with over 350 sumptuous colour photos
Hardback  224pp  214x230mm                 £20 
ISBN 9781910723968                                                       

My Wood
Stephen Dalton
Award-winning 
photographer Stephen 
Dalton bought a 9-acre 
wood in Sussex and for the 
last 20 years has delighted 
in improving it, increasing 
its biodiversity: the flora 
and fauna that return to an 
English wood – if nature is 
given half a chance.
‘Images that dazzle with 
innovation. Woodland 
is a tricky habitat to 
photograph, with variable 
light and the clutter of 
vegetation, yet Dalton 
enables us to look through 
the trees with perfect clarity 
at bluebells in dappled 
shade or at a brilliant show 
of wild garlic by a brook.’  
     – BBC Wildlife magazine

Hardback  192pp  230x214mm   
141 colour, 6 b/w photos      
ISBN 9781910723999     
 £16.99

Common heath moth Red grouse Crowberries Water avens Green hairstreak Curlew

Woodland        
Wild Flowers       
Through the Seasons   Alan Waterman
As director of a Field Study Centre, Alan 
Waterman has taken thousands of students 
and keen amateurs on woodland natural 
history walks. This book represents 
his life’s work conveying the joy 
and fascination of our wild 
woodland plants to the general 
public. 

This book will enhance the 
experience of all who walk in 
woodlands, observe the changing 
seasons, and would like to know more about 
the beautiful plants that grow there.

‘Waterman has a gift for communicating complex 
ideas in an authoritative but unfussy style. Starting with 
early spring carpets of crocus, violets and lungwort, I 
soon appreciated how much is of interest later in the 
year. Each profile is a cornucopia of detail describing 
key characteristics, wildlife benefits and habitat 
preference and lavishly illustrated with the author’s 
own photographs to help identification. An informative 
and knowledgeable guide which encourages us to 
truly engage with our forest ecosystems.’ – Gardens 
Illustrated

Woodland  
Wild Flowers

Enjoy your woodland walks 
even more. Season by season, 
this colourful book shows you 

which wild flowers can be found 
in our woodlands.

Identification, fascinating 
background facts and stunning 
photographs of over 170 diverse 

and beautiful forest plants.

Woodland 
Wild FloWers

Through the Seasons

ALAN WATERMAN
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Alan Waterman has a degree in 
biological science from London 
University. After qualifying as a 
teacher, he lectured for several years 
before setting up and becoming 
Director of Studies at the East  
Anglian Field Study Centre for  
the next 25 years.  

Now retired, he and his wife Anita  
live in Gloucestershire where they 
bought and restored a small wood. 
Alan spends his time studying wild 
plants, taking photographs of them 
and travelling throughout Britain and 
Europe in search of specimens.

Front cover: a swathe of Ransoms under 
coppiced hazels in the Wye Valley
Front flap: Germander Speedwell
Back flap: Alan Waterman

ISBN 978-1-913159-25-2

As director of a Field Study Centre 
for 25 years, Alan Waterman has 
taken thousands of students and 
keen amateurs on woodland natural 
history walks. This book represents 
his life’s work conveying the joy and 
fascination of our wild woodland 
plants to the general public. 

Over 170 woodland flowers are 
illustrated and described here. The 
final section of the book explains how 
our woodlands have been shaped by 
our history, and gives a lively overview 
of how plants have adapted in order 
to thrive there, in various degrees of 
shade, acidity and moisture. 

This book will enhance the experience 
for all those who walk in woodlands, 
observe the changing seasons, and 
who would like to know more about 
the beautiful plants that grow there.

£209 781913 159252

ISBN 978-1-913159-25-2

Jacket.indd   1Jacket.indd   1 18/12/2020   16:2218/12/2020   16:22
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£20 Jacketed hardback
256pp   214x230mm  
200 colour photos
ISBN 978-1-913159-25-2

9 781913 159252

ISBN 978-1-913159-25-2

SELLING POINTS
•  Over 170 woodland flowers are illustrated and  
  described on full or double-page spreads throughout

•  Woodland walking is associated with positive  
  mental health and there is increasing public interest  
  in enjoying forests

13

Only book to 
show which wild 

flowers can be seen 
in our woods as 

they appear each 
month

Hardback 160pp 214x230mm  
150 colour photos            
ISBN 9781910723449
£14.99  
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Chalk and Cheese
Flyfishing on my French chalkstream

Hardback 160pp 216x138mm  
36 b/w illustrations
ISBN 9781913159221           £14.99

The Song of the Solitary Bass Fisher James ‘Leakyboots’ Batty 
Some bass-fishers obsess over conditions – too flat, too rough, too something. James Batty offers 
ideas as to how to catch bass in any weather or sea-state. His book isn’t just about the hows-and-
whys of bass fishing, it is about a lot more and it will make the reader laugh – a lot.

‘Once in a while I run into a fisher who peers at my beach outfit with obvious contempt. “I only ever fish 
artificials,” I’ll hear, with the sort of tone you’d expect for “I only ever have sex with bipeds.” Just an 
opinion, but I think fishing snobs are twits. There’s a fine line between being a purist and being a pain-in-
the neck bigot. Live and let fish, I say.’

‘Don’t you hate it when someone asks you if you’ve had any luck? It isn’t luck at all, it’s consummate skill 
allied with zen-like focus and fanatical dedication. But I never say so.’ 

Hardback  192pp    216x138mm    14 black & white photos & illustrations   ISBN 9781910723791       £16.99

The Secret Carp
Chris Yates    gold-blocked cover
Hardback 176pp  234x156mm   
55 illustrations by Clare Yates     
ISBN 9781873674284  £20

Falling in Again
Chris Yates         gold-blocked cover
Hardback 224pp 234x156mm   
50 black & white illustrations 
ISBN 9781873674338    £20

Confessions of a 
Carp Fisher     BB
Hardback 192pp 234x156mm   
33 BB illustrations
ISBN 9781873674628  £20

The One That Got Away
Anthology
Hardback  160 pages  
234x156mm   
15 Wormell engravings    
ISBN 9781910723029   £20

Fishing from the Rock of the Bay       
The Making of an Angler   James ‘Leakyboots’ Batty 
This witty account is James’ tale of his obsession with the 
sport of fishing, wherever his work took him around the 
world, seeking out a range of fish, including tilapia in the 
Sudan and Botswana, lemon sharks and tarpon in the 
Gambia, striped bass in New York, chinook salmon in British 
Columbia; then fishing in the UK and Ireland, especially for 
bass. 

The end result is an entertaining insight into the mind 
of a dedicated angler, full of fishing anecdotes, tips and 
thought-provoking ideas. It’s also very funny.

Some of his thoughts:

•   ‘It’s quite a trick to remove a hook from your own bottom 
without leaving a messy scar. If I were a swimsuit model that 
sandeel might have ended my career.’

•   ‘The great thing about anglers – especially when we meet 
fellow anglers – is that we don’t try to hide our nuttiness. 
Pointless, I’m holding a rod, so are you, game over. We both 
know we’re talking to a person who’s a few bananas short of a 
bunch.’

•   ‘My lovely bait looked as if it had been attacked by a 
very small hussar with a sharp sabre and an anger 
management problem.’

•   ‘Bonga’s a messy bait and I often came home covered 
with enough scales to go to a costume party as a cross-
dressing mermaid.’ 

Details of James Batty’s previous book - see opposite page

9 781913 159344

ISBN 978-1-913159-34-4

James ‘Leakyboots’ Batty

Rock of the Bay
THE MAKING  

OF AN ANGLER

‘I hardly remember life without 
a rod in my hand’, writes James 
Batty in the opening sentence of his 
autobiography in fishing. When his 
wife moved with him to Cornwall, 
she saw his family photo album and 
commented that there was hardly 
a single picture of him in which he 
wasn’t fishing. 

This witty account is James’ 
tale of his obsession with the sport 
of fishing, wherever his work took 
him around the world, seeking out a 
range of fish, including tilapia in the 
Sudan and Botswana, lemon sharks 
and tarpon in the Gambia, striped 
bass in New York, chinook salmon in 
British Columbia, bass and trout in 
the UK and Ireland. James’ genre of 
writing is a mixture of John Gierach 
and Bill Bryson: his style is wry, 
amusing, and incisive.

James Batty is best-known as 
a bass fisher and along the Cornish 
coast and in Sea Angler magazine he 
is known for his modesty, his ability 
to catch bass in all conditions and by 
his nickname of ‘Leakyboots’.

Review of Song of the Solitary Bass Fisher:

This is categorically not a technical manual 
about bass fishing but I defy any angler not 
to pick up a whole heap of useful information 
and ways to go about your own fishing from 
this book. A wonderfully engaging, amusing 
and insightful book. A big thanks for giving an 
angler like me so much pleasure from it. 

There’s a lot in this book that gets me thinking 
about my own bass fishing and how I might 
look at things differently. It is exactly the kind 
of book that fishing needs.  
          – Henry Gilbey, 

£20

Jam
es  

Batty

Fishing from the

Extracts from this book
The great thing about anglers – especially when we meet fellow anglers – 
is that we don’t try to hide our nuttiness. Pointless, I’m holding a rod, so 
are you, game over. We both know we’re talking to a person who’s a few 
bananas short of a bunch.

My lovely bait looked as if it had been attacked by a very small hussar with 
a sharp sabre and an anger management problem. 

Bonga’s a messy bait and I often came home covered with enough scales to 
go to a costume party as a cross-dressing mermaid. 

It’s quite a trick to remove a hook from your own bottom without leaving 
a messy scar. If I were a swimsuit model that sandeel might have ended my 
career. 

Some fish are diurnal, mackerel and wrasse come to mind, most are 
nocturnal or crepuscular. That’s not going to change, get used to it.

He knew the most important bit of fishing kit’s the organ    
       we keep in our woolly hats, our brains.

According to the tape measure she was an eleven   
   pounder. I’d go with eleven and a half, even her  
     mother would have described her as big boned.

After spending his early years 
in the Sudan, Tanzania, the UK, 
and Ireland, James Batty became 
headmaster of a small primary 
school in the Gambia. He then 
moved to Botswana, before 
spending fifteen years in New 
York, where his job enabled him to 
travel widely and fish regularly in 
his spare time. He now lives near 
the tip of Cornwall and fishes even 
more regularly.

ISBN 978-1-913159-34-4

Front cover illustrations by Merlin Unwin
Back cover: the author on the rocks at 
dawn. Photo © Charles Hood
Back flap: James Batty with a 11lb 14oz 
bass from his local beach.

James ‘Leakyboots’ Batty

Rock o  the Bay
THE MAKING  

OF AN ANGLER
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NEW BOOK  2021
        

£20 Jacketed hardback
288pp   234x156mm  
26 b/w fish illustrations
ISBN 978-1-913159-34-4

9 781913 159344

ISBN 978-1-913159-34-4

14 FISHING  2021 NOW 
IN ITS 3rd 
REPRINT

Megan Boyd     
Derek Mills & Jimmy Younger
Hbk  128 pages  
234x156mm   
2 plate sections    £20   
ISBN 9781910723241

Fisherman’s Bedside 
Book   BB
Hardback  224 pages  
234x156mm   
46 BB illustrations    £20   
ISBN 9781873674673

Foreword 
by Chris Yates

Cult author.
Not just about 

fishing but a wry 
and funny look  

at life
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Get Fishing     

Allan Sefton
‘It is difficult to imagine a better presentation 
of angling to children than this. Never preachy 
or ponderous, thanks to the employment 
throughout of full colour imagery and panels, 
the whole book consists of bite-sized chunks of 
information, ideally geared to limited attention 
spans. …An excellent instructional book.’   
      – Trout Fisherman

Laminated boards  128pp   246x189mm  
Colour throughout  ISBN 9781910723913    
£9.99     

14

Get Fishing

Only one hundred years ago, the fixed spool reel was invented. This changed the reel from somewhere to store your line into a casting tool.
Soon afterwards, every UK coarse fisher used a modern rod and fixed spool reel.

Whips
Thirty years ago competitive coarse fishing was as popular as it is today and many matches were won by large catches of small fish, each fish weighing only a few ounces. It was easier to build up a good weight of small fish than to wait for a few big ones to turn up. Some top match anglers realised that, if you were catching small fish right at the 

water’s edge, you could do it faster if you did not have to bother with using a rod to cast or winding a reel. They developed a light tapered 4-metre ‘pole’ (i.e. designed to be used without a reel and running line). With the same length of line tied to its tip, plus a float, weights and hook, this simple kit could be swung out underarm, and lifted back to deliver a hooked fish to hand. These experts encouraged a shoal of small fish to feed within reach and they could fill a keep-net with a mind-boggling number of fish over a 4-hour match. The ‘whip’ had been invented!The first whips had a fine, flexible tip known as a flick tip.  The rest of the whip was strong and stiff to make it easy to lift out a hooked fish. A bendy tip cushioned the pull of the hooked fish, so more were landed. It also absorbed energy when striking to hook a fish which helped the hook to penetrate and stopped fish being bounced off.

A great tool for catching ‘silver fish’
A whip and flick tip worked perfectly on a lake or canal where small ‘silver fish’ such as roach or rudd were being caught but it could not cope on waters stocked with larger, hard-fighting carp. A big carp hooked on a whip and flick tip usually escaped. The fine line snapped or the hook pulled out. A different mechanism was needed to play a strong fish. 

The elasticated whip
The answer for big fish was strong elastic that stretched when a big fish was hooked and pulled it back to control it as it tired.This was achieved by a length of elastic inside the hollow top section of a whip or longer pole. A tapered plug anchors the 

Landing net
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Fixed spool reel
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Worms
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Fishing with Emma  
David Overland
Paperback  Colour cartoon strip 
throughout  205x255mm  96pp   
ISBN 9781906122508       

£9.99 

Pocket Guide  
to Fishing Knots
Peter Owen

Paperback  80pp  151 line illustrations  
152x105mm  
ISBN 9781873674345     £5.99 

Pocket Guide to  
Matching the Hatch
Peter Lapsley & Cyril Bennett
The natural insect next to its matching artificial.
‘A small gem of a book’   – The Independent
‘The layout is well thought-out and easy to 
navigate. After only a quick browse, I felt 
immediately familiar with the organisation 
of the book and could find the information 
I wanted quickly. The photos are excellent. 
This is the book every fly fisherman has been 
waiting for.’ – The Flyfisher    

Covered wiro   96 pages  full colour 115x150mm ISBN 9781906122201    £8.99     

How to  
Flyfish
John Symonds
‘In this clear and 
attractive book are all 
the essential skills you 
need to be a competent 
all-round flyfisher.’  
   – Countryside   
      Alliance

Hardback  96pp  
246x189mm   
85 colour diagrams                                  
£9.99

Fishing with Emma
A how-to guide to coarse fishing – captured 
in the fun medium of the strip cartoon. In the 
spirit of Mr Crabtree, your young instructor 
Emma shows you how to catch carp, roach, 
rudd, barbel, perch, chub, bream, tench and 
many other species.  

Flytying for Beginners             
Step-by-step tutorials for 12 simple  
and effective international fly patterns

Barry Ord Clarke
This exceptionally clear and easy-to-use beginner’s 
guide shows you exactly how to create universal 
fishing flies, step-by-step. 

Each of the 12 patterns is linked by QR code to a 
YouTube video showing the author tying the fly in 
question.

Barry Ord Clarke is author of 
the best-selling The Feather 
Bender’s Flytying Techniques. 
His YouTube flytying videos 
have a huge international 
following.

• HAIR WING DUN • KLINKHAMER• MONTANA NYMPH• WOOLLY BUGGER • ZEBRA MIDGE• ZONKER
48
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You can now give the head a couple of coats of 
varnish.

The finished pheasant tail nymph as seen from above. Note the proportions and symmetry in the tail, 
body, wing case and legs.

24 Now with wraps of tying thread, build up a small 
neat head. Complete with a couple of whip 
finishes and snip off the tying thread. 25

26
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Trim off the excess herl. Divide the pheasant 
tail tips into two equal bunches and fold them 
back and along each side of the thorax to 
form the nymph’s legs. While holding these 
in place, secure them in position with a few 
wraps of tying thread.

The legs should look like this from the side view.

Now take the bunch of pheasant tail fibres 
you have collected for the wing case, and fold 
them over the thorax, again taking care to 
make sure that all the fibres are parallel and 
don’t cross over each other. Secure with a 
few turns of tying thread.

Once secure, your tying thread should be a 
little back from the hook eye, as shown here.

Carefully trim off 
the excess pheasant 
tail fibres at an angle 
over the nymph 
head. Care  should 
be taken not to cut 
your tying thread by 
accident here!

19 20

21

continued overleaf

NEW BOOK  2021
        

£14.99  
Hardback 
128pp   246x189mm  
383 colour, 3 b/w photos
ISBN 978-1-913159-28-3

9 781913 159283

ISBN 978-1-913159-28-3
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How to Tie the
Pheasant Tail Nymph 

The original pheasant tail nymph was created by legendary English flytyer and fishermen 
Frank Sawyer around 1930. He designed the pheasant tail nymph to imitate the small mayfly 
nymphs on the southern English river Avon, where he was river keeper. Sawyer’s original 
pattern used only pheasant tail fibres and fine copper wire instead of normal tying thread, to 
give the pattern extra weight. The modern variants of the PTN with which we are familiar, 
including the one illustrated here, bear little resemblance to Sawyer’s original. 

With only three materials plus tying thread needed for this pattern, it is nevertheless 
best to choose the right materials. At first glance, one pheasant tail feather looks like any 
other pheasant tail feather. But take a good look at a few cock pheasant centre tail feathers 
side by side, and you will see they are very different! Not only does the background colour 
and shading on each tail differ immensely but the black chevrons vary from light to dark 
and thin to thick. But probably the most important factor is the fibre length. Normally the 

  BOOK.indb   43  BOOK.indb   43 24/06/2021   16:4824/06/2021   16:48
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You can now give the head a couple of coats of 
varnish.

The finished pheasant tail nymph as seen from above. Note the proportions and symmetry in the tail, 
body, wing case and legs.

24 Now with wraps of tying thread, build up a small 
neat head. Complete with a couple of whip 
finishes and snip off the tying thread. 25
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Trim off the excess herl. Divide the pheasant 
tail tips into two equal bunches and fold them 
back and along each side of the thorax to 
form the nymph’s legs. While holding these 
in place, secure them in position with a few 
wraps of tying thread.

The legs should look like this from the side view.

Now take the bunch of pheasant tail fibres 
you have collected for the wing case, and fold 
them over the thorax, again taking care to 
make sure that all the fibres are parallel and 
don’t cross over each other. Secure with a 
few turns of tying thread.

Once secure, your tying thread should be a 
little back from the hook eye, as shown here.

Carefully trim off 
the excess pheasant 
tail fibres at an angle 
over the nymph 
head. Care  should 
be taken not to cut 
your tying thread by 
accident here!

19 20

21

continued overleaf

Only 
beginners’ guide 
to link book with 

YouTube video of the 
author tying the 

same flies 

Barry Ord Clarke has been nominated 
 ‘FLYTYER OF THE YEAR 2021’  

by Fly Tyer Magazine

12 key trout patterns demonstrate all the 
important flytying techniques you’ll ever need:

• FLYING ANT• ELK HAIR CADDIS • THE F-FLY • HARE’S EAR NYMPH• COPPER NYMPH• PHEASANT TAIL NYMPH



Fifty Bales of Hay
Roger Evans
Hardback  216x138mm  192pp    
£12   ISBN 9781910723302

A View from the Tractor
Roger Evans
Hardback 216x138mm 192pp
£12    ISBN 9781906122683

A Farmer’s Lot
Roger Evans
Hardback   216x138mm   192pp    
£12    ISBN 9781906122478          

Pull the Other One
Roger Evans
Hardback  216x138mm   192pp    
£12   ISBN 9781910723807         

9 781906 122553

ISBN 978-1-906122-55-3

Phyllida Barstow

A Job for All SeASonS
Phyllida Barstow

A Job for 
All SeASonS

My Small Country Living

Many smallholders have plunged in 
at the deep end and learnt the hard 
way, through experience.

But Phyllida Barstow, author of the 
childhood autobiography My Animals 
and Other Family, was already 
involved in animal husbandry when,  
as a young woman, she embarked on 
her own smallholding enterprise. 

Here is her lively, informative and 
witty account of her first-hand 
experience throughout her lifetime in 
Gloucestershire, with chickens, dogs, 
cats, horses, sheep, peacocks, alpacas 
and even honey bees.

As she points out, smallholding is not 
a summer idyll but, truly, a job for 
all seasons, all hours, all weathers. 
She also has to deal with fallen stock, 
pest control, disease outbreaks and 
slaughter. 

Her tips include those on animal 
handling, training, breeding and 
delivery. Her wry and practical 
attitude towards her animals is 
imbued with respect and often 
affection for her charges. 

This account of the realities of 
modern smallholding is both 
entertaining and informative.

£12.99

Phyllida Barstow has written for  
for many country magazines and 
has been a columnist for the Daily 
Telegraph and Daily Mail. 
She has had 15 novels published, 
some historical, under various names. 
In her early career she worked as 
sub-editor on Argosy and Woman’s 
Journal, and was fiction-buyer for 
many Mirror Group magazines.

Born in 1937, one of five children, 
Phyllida Barstow spent much of her 
childhood on a Radnorshire hill farm. 
She has lived on farms in Wales, 
Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire and 
kept animals on all of them. 

Married to author and journalist Duff 
Hart-Davis in 1961, they have two 
children and four grand-children. 

They live on a small farm in 
Gloucestershire. 

Front cover: Agamemnon,  
Phyllida’s Wiltshire Horn ram, 
painted by Olivia Stewart-Smith

All line illustrations by Lucy Milne

ISBN 978-1-906122-55-3

‘Man proposes, God disposes,  
but Nature always wins in the end’

Phyllida jacket.indd   1 22/07/2013   12:43

A Job for all Seasons
Phyllida Barstow

Hardback  224pp  216x138mm  
13 b/w line illustrations         
ISBN 9781906122553     £12.99                                      

As more people seek to leave 
the cities and begin a new life 
in the countryside here is a 
first hand account of running a 
smallholding.

My Animals 
(and other family)

A rural childhood 1937-1956

Phyllida Barstow 
‘A refreshingly candid account’ – Joanna Trollope

Born in 1937, one of five children, 
Phyllida Barstow spent much of her 
childhood on a Radnorshire hill 
farm. She later worked as sub-editor 
on Argosy and Woman’s Journal, 
and was fiction-buyer for many 
Mirror Group magazines. She has 
had 15 novels published, some 
historical, under various names, and 
has been a columnist for the Daily 
Telegraph and Daily Mail, as well as 
for several country magazines.

 Married to author and journalist 
Duff Hart-Davis in 1961, they 
have two children and four grand-
children. They live on a small farm 
in Gloucestershire.

ISBN 978-1-906122-13-3

Front cover illustration by Pete Brewster. 
Back cover photo: Phyllida helping to muster the 
sheep at Fforest Farm.

M
y Animals (and other family)  Phyllida Barstow

9 781906 122133

ISBN 978-1-906122-13-3

Falling truly, madly, deeply in love 
with one animal after another was 
a recurrent theme of the author’s 
childhood, actively encouraged by 
her beautiful, impetuous mother as 
she single-handedly held the family 
together during the war’s darkest days.

    While her husband’s regiment 
battled through the Tunisian desert to 
Italy and Austria, she criss-crossed 
beleaguered Britain with children, 
ration books, and an unwieldy train 
of rabbits, dogs, cats and ponies, 
dreaming of land of her own.

    But farming can’t be learned 
overnight, and translated into the 
reality of 400 acres of hilly, rain-
lashed Radnorshire, that dream 
became a challenge for all ranks. 
Dragooned into acting as unskilled, 
unpaid labour for jobs that would 
make today’s Health-and-Safety 
freaks blench – burning rushes, 
driving tractors, riding on Land-Rover 
bonnets and towering haywains – the 
children came to look on boarding-
school as a rest-cure, though they 
retain from those days of carefree, 
unregulated farm life a treasure-house 
of memories. 

This elegant memoir, told with 
disarming honesty and gentle humour, 
follows the development of a lively, 
headstrong, self-effacing young girl 
into womanhood.

£16.99

jacket.indd   1 24/7/09   14:08:58

My Animals  
and other Family
Phyllida Barstow

Hardback  224 pages  234x156mm  
16pp b/w photos  
 ISBN 9781906122133

£16.99

How Now?  Roger Evans
Roger Evans has been an articulate dairy 
and poultry farmer all his life. From his 
Shropshire farm, he writes his diary in a well-
informed, realistic and funny way, covering 
all aspects of his life as a farmer today. Roger 
is also widely regarded as one of the best 
modern spokesmen for the British farmer and 
has represented them at national level.
He cheers everyone up with his grumpy 
comments!
Hardback 256pp 216 x 138mm £14.99
ISBN 9781913159207

Selling points

• Roger Evans’ fans of his popular 
column in the Western Daily 

Press follow him from Cornwall to 
Gloucestershire - and his native 
Shropshire and beloved Wales 

• He is former Chair of First Milk

• Previous winner of the Cream 
Awards’ Dairy Ambassador  

of the Year prize

• He writes a new book every two 
years and his books have sold  

over 30,000 copies 

A bumper 256-page volume!

Gomer the Dog

Our runaway lock-down success, 
featuring the famous ‘onion testimonial’ cure as seen on  

www.dailymotion.com

HERBALISM / GREEN CLEANING  2021        1918 FARMING  2021

‘A refreshingly candid account’  
       – Joanna Trollope

Green Clean Your Home   160 simple, nature-friendly recipes which really work     
Manfred Neuhold

You want your home, your clothes and your car to be really clean. You don’t want to put harmful chemicals 
down the drains, nor to breathe them indoors. And maybe you would like to save money at the same time, 
and to enjoy the creative satisfaction of making your own simple cleaning agents.

Featuring • washing up liquids • rinse aids • fabric conditioners • toilet cleaners • dishwasher 
powders • anti-flea carpet cleaner • wine stain remover • car air fresheners • anti-mist window and 
mirror cleaners • sweat-mark removers • car seat cleaners • rust removers • lingerie handwash liquid 
£16.99  Hardback  224 pages  246x189mm  286 colour photos  ISBN 9781913159177

Hedgerow Medicine  
Julie Bruton-Seal & Matthew Seal

‘I don’t say this too often about the books I 
review, but this book is without question one 
you simply must have!’ – Bushcraft magazine

‘Contains enough information to save the NHS 
a fortune.’ – This England

‘I have longed for a book like 
this for years.’ 
– Nature’s Path

Kitchen Medicine  
‘They have harnessed the power of the store-
cupboard to produce a new book that lifts the lid on 
a whole new pharmacy at our fingertips.’  
– Eastern Daily Press
‘This is the best book I have ever seen on this 
subject and I just want to buy it for everyone I know!’ 
– Permaculture Magazine

Hardback 224 pages  246x189mm  200 colour photos  
ISBN 9781906122188     £16.99              Julie Bruton-Seal & Matthew Seal
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9 781906 122188

ISBN 978-1-906122-18-8

£16.99

Our kitchens are full of remedies for 
all sorts of illnesses and accidents. In 
cupboards and fridges are all kinds of 

overlooked, everyday ingredients such as herbs 
and spices, fruit and vegetables, oils and vinegars – for 

treating everything from bee stings and bruises to sore throats, 
hayfever and headaches.

Authors of the highly-acclaimed Hedgerow Medicine,  
Julie Bruton-Seal and Matthew Seal, have combined 

forces to produce this practical, informative and 
beautiful self-help book.

Endorsements for Kitchen Medicine

This is the best book I have ever seen on this subject and  
I just want to buy it for everyone I know!  

Everyone should have a copy in their kitchens!
– Permaculture magazine

They have harnessed the power of the store-cupboard to produce a new 
book that lifts the lid on a whole new pharmacy at our fingertips.

– Eastern Daily Press 

Wonderful photographs, historical notes and anecdotes, illustrations, including 
recipes and a quick reference by ailment, combine to produce a practical and 

beautiful book. – The Landsman 

Why go out and buy medicines when you probably have something that can be 
used already? Beautifully illustrated. – Positive News

 
 www.kitchenmedicine.co.uk

Kitchen
Medicine

Household remedies
for common ailments

Wayside  
Medicine
Julie Bruton-Seal  
& Matthew Seal
‘The recipes are enormously 
varied – lots of imagination 
and obviously tried and 
tested by the authors – from 
tisanes, footbaths, distilled 
waters, infused oils and 
flower remedies, to lots of 
edibles.

‘This exciting and important book challenges us to look 
again at the wondrous array of native wild plants around us 
that we have forgotten how to use.’ – The Herbalist

Hardback 224 pages
200 colour photos
ISBN 9781910723357              £20

...and its companion volume...

£16.99 
Hardback 

      224pp  
246x189mm 

250 colour photos
ISBN 9781873674994

         Make your own herbal remedies with Julie Bruton-Seal and Matthew Seal

BESTSELLERBESTSELLER

The 
Herbalist’s
Bible  
‘A fascinating glimpse 
into a world when 
plants were the only 
remedy.’  
– Gardens Illustrated

Hardback  256 pages  
246x189mm   
250 colour photos and 
55 engravings     
ISBN 9781906122515    

£25

Limited 
number left
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Feathers – the game larder

José Souto and Steve Lee                                        £25

Steve Lee’s stunning photographs showcase more than the 55 modern, 
international recipes from master game chef José Souto and his culinary 
friends – they impart the beauty of game birds in the field, from source to 
plate.

• how to pluck, clean, de-bone, butterfly, crown,  truss, fillet  
 and stuff game birds
• step-by-step butchery
•  smoked, barbecued and outdoor recipes
• new ideas for shoot lunches
•  55 modern, international, simple and sophisticated recipes from  
 sloe gin game pie to pheasant tikka to smoky pigeon breast salad,  
 grouse risotto and game and chestnut sausages.

Additional recipes from guest chefs, including Michel Roux, Brian Turner, 
Phil Howard and Nigel Barden. 
Hardback  256pp  276x216mm  Colour throughout  ISBN 9781910723739    

Moonlighting    
Michael Brown   

One man’s passion for eels: 
catching them by moonlight, driving 
them in battered vans across 
Europe, smoking mature eels and 
selling them.

‘Moonlighting is a wonderful 
book about how a combination 
of determination and 
straightforward goodness can 
gain its just reward.’ – TLS

Hardback   256pp  
234x156mm    27 b/w drawings   
ISBN 9781906122348   £15.99

Maynard: 
Adventures of a  
Bacon Curer
Maynard Davies
Hardback              £9.99 
176pp   216x138mm    
ISBN 9781873674642    

Maynard: 
Secrets of a  
Bacon Curer
Maynard Davies
Hardback            £9.99 
176pp  216x138mm     
ISBN 9781873674932

The Poacher’s Cookbook
Prue Coats
Hardback  192 pages 216x138mm    
40 Barbara Gregg wood engravings 
ISBN 9781873674611         £11.99

The Poacher’s Handbook
Ian Niall
Hardback  144 pages  216x138mm  
34 Barbara Gregg wood engravings
ISBN 9781873674581    £14.95         

Venison – the game larder
José Souto and Steve Lee                                                                              £25

• over 50 innovative international venison recipes
• venison butchery and cuts  * deer from hillside to table
• smoking and curing venison recipes
• over 200 stunning recipe and wildlife photos    

‘It covers everything from the species of deer to the stalk, the shot, the 
butchery and the subsequent succulent feast. Souto is a chef who knows 
his stuff. The recipes vary from the simple to the adventurous. This is a super 
collaboration between writer and photographer – well laid out and beautifully 
illustrated. It bridges the gap between hunter and home cook and will prove a 
delightful addition to the kitchen book-shelf.’ – The Field 

Hardback 256 pages 276x216mm Colour throughout   
ISBN 9781906122966

‘One of the top 10 
books for men’  
             – The Times

Two intriguing 
memoirs from the last 
of the old-style Black 
Country bacon curers.

‘A hidden gem’  
– The Oldie

‘Funny, wise and 
disarmingly frank’
– Independent
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Byerley Turk
Jeremy James
This is the true story of the most 
extraordinary horse in history – 
the Byerley Turk, the Foundation 
Sire of the modern thoroughbred 
line.
“By the end of the first chapter I 
was hooked. Set in a forgotten 
time, the book draws you into the 
life of this magnificent horse, you 
feel yourself willing him to survive, 
forcing him to battle on through 
adversity.” – England’s Equestrian
Hardback 424 pages 234x156mm    
8 page plate section 
ISBN 9781873674987  £20

The Ride of my Life
Memoirs of a Sporting Editor
Michael Clayton 
Hardback  288pp
234 x 156 mm  115 b/w photos  
ISBN: 9781910723210     £20

A Short History  
of Foxhunting
Alastair Jackson & Michael Clayton

Hardback  144pp  
29 b/w drawings  216x138mm 
ISBN 9781906122577       £14.99  

Horse Games
One Man’s Search for the Tribal 
Horse Games of Asia and Africa
Bob Thompson
Hardback  288pp  234x156mm   
117 colour & b/w photos
ISBN 9781910723753    £20

The Tack Room
The Story of Saddlery and Harness  
in 27 Equine Disciplines
Paula Sells

Hardback  256pp  276x216mm   
216 colour / 23 bw images   
ISBN 9781910723777       £30

Right Royal
John Masefield
John Masefield’s great horse 
racing ballad reprinted in its 
original edition with Cecil Aldin’s 
fine illustrations.

Hardback with special endpapers  
96 pages   
246x189mm  bookmark 
b/w Aldin illustrations  
ISBN 9781906122607    £20 

Saddletramp
Jeremy James
Hardback  224pp  
234x156mm   
34 b/w photos  
ISBN 9781910723005
£16.99

Vagabond
Jeremy James
Hardback  224pp   
234x156mm  
32 b/w photos  
ISBN 9781910723012
£16.99

The Racingman’s  
Bedside Book
Compiled by  
Julian Bedford

‘I recommend this as a 
present for any racing 
friend.’ – The Field

Hardback  224pp  
234x156mm 
ISBN 9781873674697
£18.95

The British Boxlock Gun  
& Rifle  
Diggory Hadoke

The owner of a 19th or 20th century boxlock will discover  a 
wealth of information about his gun and the prospective buyer 
will find this book essential reading. It covers: 

• the history and development of actions 
• the various ejector mechanisms 
• how to evaluate different quality grades 
• trouble-shooting problems in various models 
• the complex relationships between the manufacturers and       

       retailers of the guns over the last 130 years.

Hardback  224pp  276 x 216 mm    
400 colour photos  ISBN 9781571574312  £30

Vintage Guns 
Collecting, Restoring and Shooting Classic 
Firearms            Diggory Hadoke

At the back of many a gun cabinet lurks a neglected old 
shotgun. This book will encourage its owner to bring it back into 
use. It also provides practical advice on buying the right gun for 
restoration. It describes the steps and potential pitfalls on the 
path to renovation so the gun can be used and enjoyed.

This book covers all aspects of collecting and restoring 
shotguns for use – on an affordable budget. It is written for the 
shooter rather than the engineer or historian, all presented in an 
easy-to-read style.

Hardback  224 pages  276 x 216 mm  £30
280 colour photos     ISBN 9781873674901  

Hammer Guns
Diggory Hadoke
In terms of classic firearms, the Hammer gun is a relatively 
primitive, totally hand-built, unique, supremely elegant and 
satisfying work of art; but it also has some genuine advantages 
over all the expensive modern guns used today.
Hammer guns, explains Diggory, remain the best guns ever 
made – and today they are still better to use than anything else 
available, if you apply yourself to their use and ownership in the 
right way.

I believe that nothing made in the twentieth century compares 
favourably with the best hammer guns made by the real 
artisans of the British gun trade: made in the days before 
celebrity engravers signed their work or CNC machinery 
standardised every part. What I invariably pick up and take 
shooting is an 1870s under-lever hammer 12-bore.  
– Diggory Hadoke

Hardback  490 colour photographs 276 x 216 mm  224pp  ISBN 9781910723258   £30  

The Airgun 
Hunter’s Year  
Ian Barnett
Hardback 224pp 
246x189mm   
Over 200 colour 
photos   
ISBN 
9781906122287     
£20      

The BASC
Gameshooter’s 
Pocket Guide
Michael Brook
Paperback 192pp
198x129mm
17 illustrations
ISBN 
9781906122591

£7.99

Advice from a  
Gamekeeper
John Cowan

‘This book is crammed 
with fascinating advice 
but it is also a very 
entertaining read for 
anyone interested 
in the day-to-day 
challenges and joys 
of working on a busy 

sporting estate.’ – Countryman’s Weekly

Hardback  288 pages  234x156mm
29 illustrations 
ISBN 9781906122119      £20 

   Revised & updated edition 

The Gamekeeper’s Dog
John Cowan
Jacketed hardback  192pp
29 monotone washes   234x156mm
ISBN: 9781910723265   £20   

GUNS / KEEPERING  2021        23

Reprinted 
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popular demand
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Shropshire  
from dawn to dusk
John & Mike Hayward
Hardback  192pp  164 colour photos  
260 x 214mm  ISBN 9781913159160 

£20  

The Temptation & 
Downfall of the Vicar  
of Stanton Lacy  Peter Klein 

The true story of a tempestuous but 
charismatic country vicar who met 
his end on the gallows at Tyburn.
‘It is a heck of a story. I recommend 
the book wholeheartedly.’  
                       – The Independent

Paperback  224pp  32 b/w photos  
and engravings   216x138mm      
ISBN 9781873674710            £12                     

The Concise History of Ludlow
Now in colour!
Ludlow’s story: times of plague and pestilence, 
tremendous wealth, royal connections, local quarrels 
and the ructions of the Civil War.

Paperback 192 pages
234x156mm  
colour/b/w photos         
ISBN 9781910723982    £14.99

Ludlow at Leisure
a country town at play 
1800-1950 
The market town of 
Ludlow, Shropshire has 
entertained itself over 
the last 150 years with 
events for both rich and 
poor: from cockfighting to 

cycling clubs, from genteel balls to rowdy tugs-
of-war across the local river.  
Historian Derek Beattie has created a very 
lively, highly-illustrated account of Ludlow, a 
traditional, thriving town in middle England, 
which shows how the local people amused 
themselves when not at work.
Hardback  208 pages  216x138mm  147 b/w photos         
ISBN 9781913159214        £14.99

How the Other Half Lived
Derek Beattie
Hardback   £14.99
192pp  98 black/white photos
216x138mm     
ISBN 9781910723340

It Happened in 
Shropshire
Bob Burrows
Paperback      £9.99 
224 pages 210x148mm
b/w photographs
ISBN 9781906122195   

It Happened in  
Gloucestershire
Phyllida Barstow
Paperback          £7.99 
224 pages 210x148mm
b/w photographs 
ISBN 9781906122300        

It Happened in 
Lancashire
Malcolm Greenhalgh
Paperback       £9.99 
224 pages 210x148mm
b/w photographs 
ISBN 9781906122393   

It Happened in 
Lincolnshire
David Clark
Paperback   £9.99
224 pages 210x148mm 
b/w photographs 
ISBN 9781910723296

Extraordinary Villages
Tony Francis
There are enough extraordinary villages in 
the UK to keep you travelling for a lifetime.
‘Over 50 villages, all with special stories to 
tell.’    – Lancashire Life
Hardback  224pp  214x230mm 178 colour photos   
ISBN 9781906122676      £14.99

Land’s End to John O’Groats
Walking the length of Britain in 7 stages
Striking images of what you’ll see (and 
background advice) on each day of  
your walk.
Hardback 192pp 214x230mm   
160 colour photos and 7 maps 
ISBN 9781910723395                         £14.99

The Forest of Bowland
Helen Shaw & Andrew Stachulski
‘Outstanding colour photos and 
informative, explanatory text. It also 
represents great value for money and will 
give lasting pleasure.’ – This England
Hardback  192 pages  214x230mm   
188 colour throughout  ISBN 9781906122997 

£14.99

The Pennines   Helen Shaw 
Captures the breathtakingly beautiful UK 
spine that is just a few minutes’ drive from 
many of our homes.   
        – Manchester Evening News
Hardback  192pp 
200 colour photos  214x230mm ISBN 
9781910723951   £14.99

A Year in Shropshire
Mike & John Hayward
The hills, the villages, the castles and 
forts, the forests and the characters.

Hardback  192pp  260x214mm  
160 colour photos   
ISBN 9781910723388  

£20

A Shropshire Lad
AE Housman 
One of Britain’s favourite poems, 
sensitively matched with photos of 
the appropriate local scenes.

Hardback  128pp  91 colour photos   
260x214mm      
ISBN 9781906122065            £20

A Most Rare Vision
Shropshire from the air
Mark Sisson 

Hardback  160pp  131 colour aerial photos   
214x230mm      
ISBN 9781906122669            £14.99 

                    
Mark Sisson

A Most Rare Vision
SHROPSHIRE FROM THE AIR

An unlikely but firm friendship between a professional 
wildlife photographer and a retired vicar with a passion 

for aviation has resulted in this collaboration which 
celebrates the diversity of glorious Shropshire,  

as seen from the air. 

9 781906 122669

ISBN 978-1-906122-66-9

Mark Sisson is a professional, 
award-winning wildlife and nature 
photographer. Internationally and 
in the UK, his work is regularly 
published in an array of books and 
journals, such as BBC Wildlife, Birds 
and The Shropshire Magazine, and he 
has a long-standing contract with the 
RSPB for their image library. He co-
runs the leading wildlife photography 
holiday and workshop business, 
Nature’s Images. In 2011 he won the 
Video Category in the British Wildlife 
Photography Awards for his work 
on Great Crested Grebes filmed in 
Shropshire. Mark has written or co-
authored three other books. He lives 
in Newport, Shropshire.

Reverend Henry Morris has been 
a vicar in the Church of England 
since 1979, retiring as Vicar of 
Madeley, Shropshire. His passion for 
flying began with gliders at Lasham, 
Hampshire in the 1970s, and by 1995 
he had a Private Pilot’s Licence. Since 
then he has greatly enjoyed flying a 
dozen different types of single and twin 
engine aircraft. ‘It is a huge privilege 
to take to the skies with friends, and 
to enjoy the extensive and beautiful 
landscapes from above,’ he says.

Cover photos: Mark Sisson

Photographer Mark Sisson with friend and pilot Reverend Henry Morris preparing to fly over the county in the 
Socata TB10 single-engine aircraft.

Over a period of two years,  
Mark Sisson and the Reverend 
Henry Morris have met up at short 
notice, weather permitting, to fly 
from Halfpenny Green airfield over 
different parts of Shropshire. 

Angling the small Socata aircraft at 
45 degrees, vicar Henry has put Mark 
in the right position to photograph 
the county’s network of canals, rivers, 
ridges, hills and valleys, patchworks 
of crops, quarries, monuments, towns, 
hill forts, racecourses, golfcourses, 
parkland and settlements. 

Their adventure has taken them to the 
four corners of Shropshire, looking 
down on Shrewsbury, Ludlow, Much 
Wenlock, Church Stretton, Telford, 
Bridgnorth, Bishop’s Castle, Newport, 
Clun and many more villages and 
hamlets.

In A Most Rare Vision, Mark has 
managed to capture the surprises and 
the beauty of Shropshire from the air. 

ISBN 978-1-906122-66-9

£14.99
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top jacket copy.indd   1 28/05/2014   17:44

John (right) and Mike Hayward are a  
father-and-son team of professional 
landscape photographers with a great 
passion for their native Shropshire. 

They are both Shropshire lads based 
in Shifnal, and their stunning images 
appear in books, national newspapers 
and magazines.

Together they run the Shropshire and 
Beyond photographic library, which 
showcases the very best that the county 
has to offer. In addition they publish 
a very successful range of Shropshire 
calendars and greetings cards that are 
sold all over the world.

Research and the captioning in this book 
is by Lynne Hayward, a professional 
journalist who has worked on local and 
regional newspapers and now writes for 
national magazines.

ISBN 978-1-913159-16-0

Father and son professional photographers 
John and Mike Hayward have worked 
together to share their enthusiasm for the 
county they live in and love. Their joy in the 
Shropshire landscapes, towns and villages 
shines through on every page. 

The dedication needed to catch that shot 
of hot air balloons hovering over Old 
Oswestry hill fort in early morning, or 
sunset at Pole Bank pond, the highest point 
on the Long Mynd, cannot be  
over-estimated. 

And the pleasure they take in capturing 
the people of this county – from the Severn 
Valley Railway steam enthusiasts  
at Highley, to cricketers at the idyllic  
village ground at Burwarton, to the priest 
blessing his congregation in the dodgem 
cars at Ludlow’s May Fair – is clear from 
every shot. 

Fans of the Haywards’ first book  
A Year in Shropshire will find over  
160 new images of the county here, each 
one reminding them why Shropshire is one 
of England’s most glorious counties.

 

Front cover:  Evening light picks out the path along the 
ramparts of the Iron Age hill fort on Burrow Hill.

Back cover:  Sheep at sunset on Linley Hill, with the 
Stiperstones in the background.

Shropshire
from dawn to dusk

SHROPSHIRE  from dawn to dusk

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOHN & MIKE HAYWARD
9 781913 159160

ISBN 978-1-913159-16-0

Shropshire
from dawn to dusk

£20

Shropshire
photographs to make every 

Salopian proud

Jacket.indd   1 05/12/2019   12:05

As 
featured in 

The Guardian
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Racing the Wind  Patricia Nolan

A 1950s childhood in the village of Boot, 
Eskdale, which lies in the shadow of 
Scafell, is beautifully captured in this simple 
tale which will strike a chord with many.

‘Warm, funny and moving, Racing the 
Wind is a subtle and uplifting study in the 
power of memory and resilience. Acutely 
and authentically evoked, it transports 
us to that mysterious tidal zone, where 
the distant past laps at the shores of the 
present. An utterly delightful read.’  
                – M.L. Stedman

Hardback   144 pages
21 b/w photos  216x138mm   ISBN 9781910723975       £12

Myddle     
Life and times of a Shropshire 
farmworker’s daughter 
Life in Myddle at the turn of the 
century was, in certain ways, not so far 
removed from medieval village life, and 
to read of a relatively recent Shropshire 
existence so different from that of 
today, is a revelation. 

A fascinating new account has come 
to light: the memoir of a poor farm-
labourer’s daughter, Helen Ebrey, born 
into a large family in Myddle in 1911. 

Hardback   32 black/white photos
216x138mm  160pp        
ISBN 9781910723289             £12

9 781910 723234

ISBN 978-1-910723-23-4

Recollections 
 of a 

Moorland Lad
Richard Robinson

Front cover photo 
courtesy of Jed McCormick 
(www.white-coppice.co.uk)

Withnell Moors in Lancashire 
appear a lonely wilderness today, 
to be enjoyed by walkers and 
wildlife. But only 120 years ago, 
it was a thriving community and 
where today piles of moss-covered 
stones scatter the land, there 
once stood farms and cottages, 
green pastures and meadows, all 
thronging with families who lived, 
worked and played there.

Botany Bay Farm once stood 
where the tree on the jacket of this 
book now marks the spot, and 
here lived the author, stonemason 
Richard Robinson (1883-1963). A 
middle son in a large family, this is 
his account of his life and times on 
the moor. 

He writes of his schooling, 
his childhood games, his first 
incredulous visit to Blackburn. 
He recalls the mills and the 
millworkers, the local customs 
and trades, and the characters and 
travelling salesmen who worked 
on the moors. 

The author began work at 
Marriage & Pinnocks Mill, 
Withnell, at the age of 11, before 
becoming a local stonemason. 
His unique first-hand account of 
a moorland life now gone forever, 
is a remarkable and important 
insight into a lost era.

Richard Robinson, 1883-1963, 
stonemason, was born and 
bred on Withnell Moors where 
he lived and worked all his life 
except during active service in 
the First World War. He was 
still working there at the age of 
73, building a porch and vestry 
for a Withnell church. 
When not working on 
buildings, Richard was a keen 
amateur historian. 
His grand-daughter Barbara 
Butler, who today still lives on 
the edge of Withnell Moors, 
has now brought his fascinating 
memoir to light. 

If you ramble on the many worn tracks and 
footpaths of Withnell Moors, take time to 
imagine what it was like to live there some 
120-130 years ago in one of the farmsteads 

that dotted the landscape, now with few 
exceptions all sadly reduced to piles of  

moss-covered stones. 
Each of these farms and cottages once stood 

in its own enclosure of stone walls, green 
pastures and meadows, populated by  

large working families.

Richard Robinson (the small boy sitting 
bottom left), his family, friends and 
neighbours assembled outside Botany Bay 
Farm on Withnell Moor in about 1888.

£12
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Recollections of a 
Moorland Lad
Richard Robinson’s fascinating 
memoir of Lancashire.
Hardback 128pp  216x138mm   
75 b/w photos   
ISBN 9781910723234    £12                           

Full English
Edward Miller
Paperback  
176pp   216x138mm  
ISBN 9781906122157
£7.99

Don’t Worry he 
Doesn’t Bite
Tales of a Country Postman
Hbk  160pp  
216x138mm  
ISBN 9781910723425  £12

The Flood   
Surviving the Deluge
Michael Brown
Hardback   224pp    
216x138mm
ISBN 9781910723203    
£14.99

A surprisingly funny 
and touching account 
of being flooded on the 
Somerset Levels.

Moonlighting    
Michael Brown   

‘Moonlighting is a wonderful 
book about how a 
combination of determination 
and straightforward goodness 
can gain its just reward.’ – TLS

Hardback   256pp  
234x156mm    27 b/w drawings   
ISBN 9781906122348   
£15.99

Innocent Victims 
Cathy Buckle
Pbk 360pp  234x156mm  
28 b/w photos  
ISBN 9781910723890  
£14.99

Promises to Keep
Hugh Cran
Hardback             £16.99 
320 pages  234x156mm  
ISBN 9781906122973  

And Miles to Go
A British vet in Africa
Hugh Cran
Pbk  210x148mm  £16 
 386 pages   
ISBN 9781906122096                                  

Gone Native
Donald MacIntosh
By the author of Travels in the 
White Man’s Grave
Hardback  224pp  216x138mm   
ISBN 9781906122263     
£14.99                            

Racing the Wind
A Cumbrian Childhood

Patricia
Nolan

This powerful and beautifully-
written account is the memoir of 
Patricia Nolan who lived in the tiny 
community of Boot in Cumbria and 
it captures the end of an era in the 
1950s. 

‘When the first organ-transplant 
was taking place, when computers 
were starting to revolutionise our 
lives and television was arriving in 
the sitting-rooms of Britain, in my 
house we were still dipping buckets 
into a stream to make a cup of tea 
and going to bed by candlelight,’ she 
writes.

The tale covers three? years of 
the author’s life, made particularly 
vivid by a traumatic event which 
opens the book, but which goes 
on to depict a poor but close 
rural community with its village 
school, its annual country show, 
its Christmas celebrations and its 
local characters - all set against the 
dramatic back-drop of Scafell and 
the surrounding hills and moors on 
which Patricia and her friends ran 
free.

£12

Patricia Nolan,  published poet and 
novelist, was born in Cumbria and 
attended her local village school 
of Boot before being awarded a  
scholarship to Keswick School. 
Her mother ran the little Boot 
post office. Patricia’s career was 
in teaching and she now lives in 
Belsize Park, London. She served as 
a Justice of the Peace for a decade 
at Willesden Magistrates Court. 

ISBN 978-1-910723-97-5

Front cover: The author aged ??? 

Back cover: Patricia Nolan (second from right) 
with her classmates at Boot Primary School

A post-war childhood in the Lake District village of 
Boot, Eskdale..... iam volore omnit et laborum faces 
voleni consequi utatque eatet laut ex et quibus nia 
sitis con etur autatus qui occum voloritis est volup. 
iam volore omnit et laborum faces voleni consequi 
utatque eatet laut ex et quibus nia sitis con etur auta-
tus qui occum voloritis est volup. 

‘Nosti officiam volore omnit et laborum faces voleni 
consequi utatque eatet laut ex et quibus nia sitis con 
etur autatus qui occum voloritis est voluptam.’

– M.L. Stedman
author of The Light between Oceans

Racing the Wind    Patricia N
olan

9 781910 723975

ISBN 978-1-910723-97-5

Racing the Wind
author photo

Countryman’s Bedside Book
BB   

‘BB was the finest countryside writer of 
the 20th century’   – BASC

Hardback  272 pages  £20
234x156mm 
48 illustrations by BB    
ISBN 9781873674949 

Naturalist’s Bedside Book
BB      

A new generation can now enjoy the fine prose 
and fine drawings. An unsurpassed delight.  
    – This England
He takes us through a personalised rural year in 
his easy, poetic style.  – The Countryman

Hardback  224 pages  234x156mm    £20 
20 illustrations by BB  ISBN 9781906122041                                               

The Best of BB            An Anthology

Country observations, sporting 
pieces, children’s tales – this 
magnificent collection has it all.
‘A good Christmas present for 
anyone interested in the countryside.’         
        – Highland News
Hardback  320 pages  234x156mm  
73 BB illustrations   
 ISBN 9781906122126       £20 

Sport in the Fields and Woods
Richard Jefferies

‘Evocative, informative and, at times, very 
touching, his love of the countryside and 
wildlife shine through on every page.’ 
     – Sporting Shooter
Hardback 224pp 234x156mm    £15.99  
ISBN 9781910723401     

The Way of a Countryman
Ian Niall

A celebrated countryside classic by 
sportsman and naturalist Ian Niall, with 

Charles Tunnicliffe’s matchless illustrations.
Hardback 176pp  234x 156mm   
23 b/w Tunnicliffe illustrations   
ISBN 9781906122461             £16.99                            

Geese!   
Edward Miller
 
Hardback  352 pages  234x156mm       
18 illustrations by Rodger McPhail
54 b/w photos / illustrations 
ISBN 9781873674130               £20
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The Far From
Compleat Angler

TOM  FORT
Foreword by Jeremy Paxman
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Tom Fort, former angling correspondent for the 
Financial Times, is one of the most incisive and 
funny fishing writers in Britain today.

This sparkling collection of his writings 
finds Tom at Ceausescu’s bear-hunting lodge 
in Romania, at a fishing auction in the Home 
Counties, being thwarted by a bunch of hard-
mouthed Brazilian dourado, on a press freebie 
in Scotland and in a terrible state on the Kennet 
– not to mention conducting a fantasy celebrity 
interview with Isaak Walton himself.

 Whether fishing in some exotic far-flung 
location, or simply leaning over the parapet of an 
English bridge gazing at the stream below, Tom 
Fort always manages in his stylish and witty way 
to pinpoint something important with which all 
anglers can identify.

9 781913 159313

ISBN 978-1-913159-31-3

£14.99
Front cover illustration by Fred Banbury. 
Back cover photo of Tom Fort by John Blandford 

Cover (PB).indd   1Cover (PB).indd   1 26/01/2021   11:2426/01/2021   11:24

Angler for All Seasons
Paperback 240 pages 
216x140 
ISBN 9781913159306
£15.99

The Far From Compleat 
Angler
Paperback  224pp 216x140mm  
ISBN 9781913159313
£14.99

History of Flyfishing
Paperback 218 pages  
234x156mm 
ISBN 9781873674161
£20

The Dry Fly
Paperback 128 pages 
234x156mm  
ISBN 9781913159320
£14.99

Fishing with Harry 
Tony Baws

‘This is without doubt the best 
book I have read in years.  
A really hilarious true story 
which you have to read.’ 
– Angling  Times
Hardback 240pp 234x156mm   
18 b/w drawings    
ISBN 9781906122324     
£15.99

Hardback  224pp  246x189mm  
250 colour photographs 
ISBN 9781906122645        £20

Flyfishing for Coarse Fish
Dominic Garnett 

There has long been a divide between 
flyfishing and coarse fishing – but there is no 
reason for it! And there is now growing interest 
in combining these two major areas of the 
sport. Dominic teaches you how to do it.

‘The most original, fascinating and eye-opening 
angling book I’ve read in years.’ – Scottish Sun

Hardback  224pp  246x189mm   
300 colour photos   
ISBN 9781906122386      £20  

Hooked on Lure Fishing
Dominic Garnett & Andy Mytton  

Anglers are discovering the 
thrill of lure fishing with light 
tackle and they’re fishing from 
the tiniest streams to the open 
coast. 

Acclaimed angling author 
Dominic Garnett and lure 
fishing fanatic Andy Mytton 
present a comprehensive 
guide to the current scene, 
with amazing underwater 
images and insight from BBC 
wildlife photographer Jack 
Perks. 

‘The last word in lure fishing 
for some time to come.’ 
        – Fishing Magic 

The Feather Bender’s 
Flytying Techniques
Barry Ord Clarke

Hardback   256pp  
758 colour, 44 bw photos
276x216mm   
ISBN 9781910723944    £25

Tying Flies with CDC
Leon Links

Paperback  160pp  
182 colour, 1 b/w photos 
246x189mm    
ISBN 9781906122218    £14.99   

The Complete Illustrated 
Directory of Salmon Flies
Chris Mann

Paperback 480pp 274x210mm  
1800 flies in colour   
ISBN 9781906122454   £20
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‘An excellent reference guide. 
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most of them teeming with 
fish, providing a variety of 
enjoyable angling and all at 
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ISBN 9781910723920     £25
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